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My name is Surya Prakash I am studying 9th class in DASARI VEERA REDDY HIGH SCHOOL, B GANGARAM, 
SATHUPALLY MANDAL, KHAMMAM DISTRICT 

The TANLA FOUNDATION in my school gave BYJUS TABS to merit students and I was one of them, I wanted to 

study well at a young age and get good job ,especially  since I don’t get good marks in all subjects because in 

poor in math’s and biology  subjects, In BYJUS TAB daily listened  classes for 2hours because I understand 

these lessons very well, the one who sees the most difficult  subjects for me, of these , I had a lot of  changing 

with me  during the exam and I was confident  that I would get good marks ,  the subjects that are difficult  for 

me  are not only  but also the remaining  subjects which  I see in the tab ,seeing that I got good marks in all 

the subjects, my mom and dad were very supportive of me in terms of  tab watching a part from the teachers 

and Tanla staff helped me a lot .anyway thanks on behalf the parents on behalf  of the TANLA FOUNDATION  

for running such a good project in my school.  



Following this achieved marks tabs has given which they get in SA-1, SA-2 Examinations. 

ACADEMIC IMPROVEMENT THROUGH BYJUS TABS 

STUDENT NAME CLASS SUBJECTS 

SA1 
MARKS GARDE 

SA2 
MARKS GRADE 

K. Surya Prakash
9th 
tm Telugu 81 96 

Hindi 64 83 

English 68 62 

Maths* 62 48 

Science 97 88 

Social 82 95 

Total 445 B1 473 B1 

*Feedback from Headmistress about low scores in Math’s in SA2 is that the SA1 portion was very less hence
scores were high. 59/111 students scored notably less marks in SA2. She attributed partly the poor scores to
covid third wave also.

CLASS TEACHER FEEDBACK 

This is K. UDHAY KUMAR Faculty of Biology in SDVR ZPSS B Gangaram. I am glad to give few words about one 

of my student Surya Prakash who completed 9th class, he is a good and clever student. Besides his knowledge 

the tabs which were given by TANLA FOUDATION helped him to view some topic like adaptation in different 

ecosystem which is a lesion in 9th class. Biology, with this gadget he understood some more than in textbooks 

and he got knowledge, with this he gave a presentation on soil pollution on Science Day Feb 28th,  

2022, in our school. I am sure such equipment’s like this bring extra Knowledge among students like Surya 

Prakash.  

At the same time personally, I must say thanks to TANLA FOUNDATION for providing such costly gadgets to 

improve educational skills among students. 

Thank you, 

Tanla Foundation. 


